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The overall objective of this document is to serve as a guide to both the members of the
Architectural Review Board (ARB) and homeowners in maintaining and enhancing the
community environment. These guidelines and standards address improvements for which
homeowners will most often submit applications to the ARB. They are not intended to be all
inclusive or exclusive. This document shall provide uniform guidelines to be used by the ARB
and the Board of Directors in reviewing applications in light of the goals set forth in the
Association's Declaration of Covenants, Bylaws and Rules and Regulations of the Board of
Directors.

In the event of conflict between this document and other guidelines, the ARB and the Board of
Directors shall consider all applicable documents in their determination. This determination
shall be based on the best interest of the entire Homeowners Association.

As a homeowner you should have received a copy of the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions
and Restrictions in the Homeowner's document package. These covenants ''run with the land"
and are binding on all Homeowners and their tenants. As a result, they should be fully
understood by each Homeowner and tenant.

The purpose of design controls is to assure residents that the standards of design quality will be
maintained. This ensures protection of property values and enhances the overall environment of
the community.

The ARB evaluates all submissions on the individual merits of each application. The
characteristics of the house type and the individual site are taken into account when evaluating
the particular design proposal. This is because what may be acceptable in one instance may not
be in another. When a proposed modification has a possible impact on adjacent properties, it is
suggested that the applicant discuss the proposal with neighbors prior to making an application to
the ARB. It may be appropriate in some cases to submit the comments of your neighbors with
the ARB application. Additionally, please ensure that your application is approved by the ARB
prior to purchase of materials and/or equipment.
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Architectural Guidelines

1. Article IX of the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions for the Alexandra's
Grove Homeowners Association sets forth the requirement for the Board of Directors to
appoint the ARB as well as certain use restrictions and maintenance requirements. The
purpose of this document is to provide each owner and resident with detailed guidelines
related to architectural control, required maintenance and related rules and regulations
required preserving the property value of each Lot and the Common Property.

2. Pre-Improvement Application,:. Before any Owner undertakes improvement of his or her Lot
or makes any alteration of the improvements on his or her Lot, the Owner must file an
application with the ARB. The application form/checklist provides information that is
necessary for the ARB to use in determining the scope and detail of the proposal. All
information, requested on the application as specified in these Guidelines, must be
completed; otherwise, the application will be considered incomplete and will be returned.
Returned, incomplete applications are not to be considered as an approval to proceed with the
improvement.

3. Each application is reviewed on an individual basis. There are no "automatic" approvals,
unless provided for specifically in these Guidelines. An Owner who wishes to make an
improvement that is identical to one already approved by the ARB is still required to submit
an application. An improvement that is appropriate for one lot might not be appropriate for
another lot. Additionally, each improvement/change to any lot must be documented and
remain in the permanent file maintained on each Lot.

4. Key information that must be included on the application (as applicable) is:

A site plan. A site plan is most easily prepared by submitting a copy of the property plat.
Proposed changes should be indicated including dimensions and distances from adjacent
property and houses.
4.1. Drawings and photographs. A graphic description should be provided, and may be in

the form of manufacturer's literature or photographs as well as freehand or mechanical
drawings. The amount of detail should be consistent with the complexity of the
proposal. Relationships of major architectural features such as existing and proposed
roof lines, window sizes and alignment, building heights, roof slopes, exterior elevations
for proposed structure, and if appropriate, plans or provisions for landscaping or grading,
etc., should be shown as they affect the applicant's house, and as they relate to adjacent
properties. In any case, the sketch, diagram or photograph must be accompanied by
written description.

4.1.1. Fences - wood use, color/stain, style, height, copy of your plot depicting proposed
fence line, and type/color of the finish.

4.2. Painting - color.
4.3. Patios & Decks - size, material, copy of the plot showing location, and finish. Must

be located in the back yard. Decks must be constructed of cedar, redwood, pressure
treated lumber or a recycled decking material. Deck stains or preservative type finishes
are subject to "color chip" approval by the ARB. Patios may be built as a concrete slab,
stamped concrete or of brick.

4.4. Playhouse, sandboxes or other elevated structures can be located only in rear yards and
the height of such structures shall not exceed 12 feet. A photograph or manufacturer's
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literature, dimension of unit to include height at tallest point, color of flags, coverings or
other colored items and location depicted on plat shall be provided.

5. After review of such plans, and/or a review of the building location staked in the field, if
applicable, the ARB Review Board will inform the Owner of its approval or disapproval of
the final plans. The ARB Review Board will have forty-five (45) days within which to
approve or disapprove the Owner's final plans after submission. If the ARB fails to approve
or disapprove the Owner's final plans within forty-five (45) days after submission, the final
plans will be deemed to have been approved; provided, however, that no Owner may erect,
under any circumstances, any building, structure or other improvement that violates any of
the provisions of these Guidelines. Upon the ARB or Board of Director's approval of an
Owner's final plans, written approval evidencing and attesting to the Association's approval
of the Owner's plans and specifications will be furnished to the Owner. Thereafter, the
Owner is responsible for obtaining all applicable and required governmental permits and
contacting the Virginia Utility Protection Service (commonly called Miss Utility of Virginia)
before proceeding with construction or digging, in accordance with the laws of the
Commonwealth of Virginia (Underground Utility Damage Prevention Act).

6. Amendments to these Guidelines
6.1. These Guidelines may be amended by the Board of Directors to provide clarification

or to reflect changed conditions or technology. The ARB or the Board of Directors may
conduct a periodic evaluation of these Guidelines to determine if amendments are
required. Owners may submit to the ARB written requests for changes to these
Guidelines. Upon review, the ARB will make a recommendation to the Board of
Directors. Amendments will require a majority vote of the Association's Board of
Directors to be adopted.

6.2. Upon acceptance of management responsibility for the Association from Kettler, the
Board of Directors has decided to "baseline" our neighborhood. The Board of Directors
authorized the management company to send to each property owner, a request to
describe any and all improvements made to their property. These improvements shall be
considered "approved" except in instances where they violate requirements established
in the Association bylaws, or covenants of the Association.

7. ARB Review Criteria
7.1. Validity of the Concept. The basic idea must be sound and appropriate to its

surroundings.
7.2. Design Compatibility. The proposed modification must be compatible with the

architectural characteristics of the applicant's house, the adjoining houses and the
neighborhood setting. Compatibility is defined as similarity in architectural style, quality
of workmanship, similar use of materials, color and construction details.

7.3. Location and Impact on Neighbors. The proposed modification should relate
favorably to the landscape, the existing structure and the neighborhood. The primary
concerns are access, view, sunlight, ventilation and drainage. For example, fences may
obstruct views, breezes, or access to neighboring property. Decks or larger additions
may cast unwanted shadows on an adjacent patio or property or infringe on a neighbor's
privacy.

7.4. Scale. The size of the proposed modification should relate favorably to adjacent
structures and its surroundings. For example, a large addition to a small house may be
inappropriate. Sufficient information must be provided to indicate consumed area
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compared to total property size for any additions that impact structmes, driveways,
walkways or landscaping. Large scale additions may not be approved.

7.5. Color. Color may be used to soften or intensify visual impact. Parts of the addition
that are similar to the existing house such as roofs, siding and trim should be matching in
color. Color changes require ARB approval and should be within the neighborhood
color palate.

7.6. Materials. Continuity is established by use of the same or compatible materials as
were used in the original house. The options may be limited somewhat by the design
and materials of the original house. For instance, horizontal siding on the original house
should be reflected in an addition. On the other hand, an addition with siding may be
compatible with brick.

7.7. Workmanship. Workmanship is another standard that is applied to all exterior
modifications. The quality of work should be equal to or better than that of the
community. Poor practices, besides causing the owner problems, can be visually
objectionable to others. Poor workmanship can also create safety hazards.

8. An appeal may be made if it appears that one of the following situations has occurred:
8.1. Proper procedures were not followed during the administration and review process.
8.2. The decision was arbitrary and had no rational basis.
8.3. To initiate the appeals procedure, applicants or other affected residents must submit a

written request for an appeal within ten (10) days of the applicant receiving the ARB
decision. The appeal will be referred to the Board of Directors by the ARB for review at
the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board. The homeowner may alternatively
present his appeal directly to the Board of Directors.

9. Exterior Antennas
9.1. Satellite dish antennas and other antennas designed to receive video programming

signals ftom direct broadcast satellites, wireless cable providers and/or television
broadcast stations shall be in compliance with the Federal Communication Commission's
Over-the-Air Reception Devices Rule (C.F.R. Section 1.4000). No other exterior
antennas, other than those covered by the aforementioned rule, shall be erected or
permitted on any building, lot or common area of the community

9.2. Satellite reception antennas with a diameter of of 1 meter or less are permitted if
installed discretely on the back or side of the home and are out of view ftom the street.
Installations that meet the above criteria are not required to obtain ARB approval.
Installations forward of the roofline peak must have the prior approval of the Board of
Directors, via the application process of the ARB The ARB reserves the right to restrict
the placement of such apparatus but acknowledges that such restrictions cannot preclude
reception of an acceptable quality signal or impose unreasonable delay or expense to
receive the signal. Installations in the ftont or side that can be seen ftom the street must
be screened by shrubbery.

9.3. In no circumstances shall any home have more than two (2) satellite antennas installed
on the outside of their house. Aerials or antennae located entirely within the interiors of
the units are permitted and do not require ARB approval.

10. Exterior Lighting & Holiday Decorations
10.1. Decorative holiday or seasonal lighting (e.g. Christmas lighting) may only be

installed during the holiday season and at the holiday's season's conclusion must be
removed. The Christmas holiday season is the week of Thanksgiving through the
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middle of January. All other holiday decorations must be taken down two weeks after
the occasion. No approval by the ARB is required.

11. Fences
11.1. Perimeter Fences - Must be constructed of cedar, redwood, pressure treated lumber or

a recycled fencing material. Fences may have a preservation type finish applied.
11.2. No metal wire fencing materials of any type are permitted as perimeter fences.
11.3. Specific construction requirements include:

11.3.1. Minimum height of 3 feet, maximum height of 6 feet on sides and rear of Lots.
11.3.2. No fencing of any kind shall be installed in the front yard of any property. The

front face of fences should not extend forward of a vertical line to the peak of the
roofline (or approximately half the depth of the house). This guideline may be
adjusted according to the property's grade and specific house construction.

11.4. Acceptable fence style types are:
11.5. Picket - board width and height must be stated on application. Finish can be natural

(no finish), white paint, color stained, subject to "color chip" approval by the ARB.
11.6. Alternating Board - board width and height must be stated on the application. Finish

can be natural or color stained, subject to "color chip" approval by the ARB.
11.7. Stockade - board width and height must be stated on the application. Finish can be

natural or color stained, subject to "color chip" approval by ARB.
11.8. Basket weave - board width and height must be stated on the application. Finish can

be natural or color stained, subject to "color chip" approval by ARB.
11.9. Decorative Fences and Borders: Decorative fences and borders constructed of such

materials as plastic, ornamental wire, landscaping timbers, stone, brick or edging are
permissible only when used as borders around flower beds, shrubs, trees and gardens.
Improvements such as these to existing landscaping do not require ARB approval as
long as they are less than 4 inches in height and less than 15 feet in linear combined
length

12. Flag Poles
12.1. The installation of removable flagpole staffs that do not exceed six (6) feet in length

and are attached at the first floor level of the house or dwelling unit is permitted without
ARB approval provided that such flagstaffs are limited to 2 per household. The
installation of any other form of flagpole or flagstaff requires approval by the ARB.

13. Solar Panels
13.1. Solar panels are not permitted.

14. Windows
14.1. Window air conditioners are prohibited.
14.2. Ventilation fans may only be installed in the roofand should be installed to minimize

visual impact from the street.
14.3. Appropriate interior window dressing, Le., curtains, drapes, blinds etc., must be in

place within thirty (30) days of occupancy. This is specifically addressed to avoid the
draping of sheets, blankets, flags and other non-standard materials in windows.

15. Landscaping
15.1. Care should be exercised in the planting and maintenance of trees and shrubs
15.2. Owners shall at all times maintain their property and all appurtenances thereto in good

repair and in a state of neat appearance. All lawn areas, including the street side of the
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sidewalk, shall be kept mowed and shall not be permitted to grow beyond a height of
five (5) inches. In the event that the Owner fails to properly mow or edge his/her grass,
the Association may arrange to have it mowed. The owner will be charged a fee of $25
plus the cost of mowing if it is necessary for the Association to contract to mow the
grass (this includes eitherlboth front and back yard). Planted shrub and/or flowerbeds
must be kept in a neat and orderly manner. All grass, trees, and shrubs must be alive and
neatly trimmed. Grass clippings and all lawn application items must be cleared from all
paved areas: sidewalks, driveways and street.

15.3. Roots and branches may not threaten Association property or other adjoining property.
All trees must be properly trimmed so that the tree does not touch the house. If in the
opinion of the ARB any branch, root or tree becomes a nuisance, the ARB may require
the offending branch, root or tree be removed at the expense of the owner. If it is
necessary for the ARB to have it removed, the tree owner will be charged $25 plus the
cost of trimming the tree or removing the root or removing the tree.

15.4. No healthy, live tree greater than four inches in diameter, measured two feet above the
ground, shall be removed without the approval of the ARB. No stump shall be permitted
to remain above the level of the ground.

15.5. Dirt, sand or mulch, piled in preparation for use, shall not be left for more than 30
days.

16. Parking
16.1. No temporary or permanent parking structures may be erected. This includes, but is

not limited to, carports, semi~permanent tents, etc.

17. Driveways & Sidewalks
17.1. All private property driveways and sidewalks must be kept in a state of good repair.

Repairs to the driveways are the responsibility of the property owner. Repairs to the
sidewalks are the responsibility of the homeowners' association or of the State of
Virginia.

17.2. Street lighting is provided for the Association by the installation of driveway lighting
on each lot. Homeowners shall maintain their lights in operating order for the benefit of
all Association members and for safety and security of our neighborhood. Driveway
lighting shall be automatically turned on at dusk and off at dawn by a light activated
sensor/switch.

18. Patios, Decks, and Sheds
18.1. Patios or decks should be located in rear yards. When a patio or deck scheme includes

other exterior elements, such as fencing, lights, plantings, sheds, spa, etc., other
appropriate sections of the Association Covenants and these Guidelines will be
considered by the ARB and the Board in the design review process.

18.2. A site plan showing the relationship of the patio/deck/shed to the house, the Lot and
other adjacent Lots must be submitted with the Architectural Change Request Form. All
decks must conform to local and county ordinances regarding lot-line set-backs. A
description of the material to be used should also be stated in the Request Form.
Requests to stain/paint decks or patios or sheds must include a color sample for
approval.

18.3. A completed application also requires, with respect to a storage shed, a site plan
indicating the location, size and type of foundation of the proposed shed. Photographs
of similarly installed units may be included as accessory information.
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19. Pools, Spas, and Hot Tubs
19.1. Spas and/or hot tubs, in-ground swimming pools and kiddy pools must be located in

the rear of the house and require approval by the ARB. In-ground swimming pools are
required to have appropriate fencing. No ARB approval is required for kiddy pools,
defined as less than 5 feet in diameter. Above ground pools, other than kiddy pools are
not permitted. All spas, hot tubs and kiddy pools must be maintained in good condition.
Kiddy pools must be removed in the off-season.

20. Dog Houses and Dog Runs
20.1. Doghouses must be contained inside a fenced yard and not visible from the front of the

property or the street.. Dog runs are allowed as long as they are not visible from the front
of the property or from the street. Houses backing to common areas must minimize the
visual impact.

21. Recreation and Play Equipment
21.1. No permanently installed basketball hoops will be permitted, nor shall portable

basketball hoops be permitted to be placed on the public street at anytime. Otherwise,
portable basketball hoops are permitted provided they are stored when not in use. For
purposes of this guideline a portable basketball hoop will be considered stored when (a)
it is no longer visible from the street, or (b) positioned on or adjacent to the
homeowner's driveway, in an upright position and not more than 15 feet from the
frontline of the house, and perpendicular to the frontline of the house. The portable
basketball hoop must be kept in good condition, operable, and free of visible defects.
All other recreation equipment will be considered stored when it is no longer visible
from the street.

21.2. Playsets are permitted with prior ARB approval. Topmost height must not exceed 12
feet. Colored flags or coverings may be green, brown or blend naturally with the house
color.

22. Chimneys
22.1. Chimney caps and flues (if installed) shall be maintained periodically. Installation of

caps and flues does not require ARB approval. Any additions to the roof, aside from
ventilation require ARB approval.

23. Storm doors
23.1. Storm doors for the front door, other than fullview require ARB approval. All storm

doors must match the exterior color of the front door or exterior house trim.

24. Clotheslines
24.1. No clothing, laundry, or wash shall be aired or dried on any portion of the Property

other than the rear yards of the Lots. Clotheslines may not be permanently installed on
the property and must be removed promptly. All items being aired must be removed in a
timely manner.

25. Exterior Decorative Objects
25.1. All large exterior decorative objects, wagon wheels, sculptures, fountains, stumps,

driftwood piles and rock/boulders must be approved by the ARB prior to installation

26. ExreriorPamttng
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26.1. Color changes apply not only to the house siding, but also to the doors, shutters, trim,
roofing and other appurtenant structures. Repainting or staining a specific surface to
match its original color need not be submitted to the ARB for approval. Any other
changes in colors must be submitted for approval.

27. Gutters and Downspouts
27.1. All gutters and downspouts must be matching in color and design and must be

properly maintained. Water run-off must not adversely affect drainage on adjacent lots.

28. Enforcement
The Association's Covenants require the Board of Directors and ARB to ensure compliance
of all Owners, Tenants and lots to the architectural standards and maintenance standards set
forth in the Covenants, Bylaws and these Guidelines.

28.1. Given that Article 55-513 of the Virginia Property Owners Act provides for the
assessment of charges for rules violations and the suspension of nonessential services for
failure to pay assessments, the following provisions for the assessment of charges for
rules violations is made.

28.2. A violation charge may be levied against any unit owner for any violation of the
Association's instruments or the rules and regulations promulgate thereto, for which
such unit owner or family members, tenants, guests or other invitees are responsible.
Prior to imposing a violation charge, the unit owner shall be given the opportunity to be
heard and to be represented by counsel before the Board of Directors. The amount of any
violation charge so assessed shall not exceed that provided for in Section 55-513 (B) of
the Virginia Property Owners Act, currently fifty ($50) dollars for a single offense and
ten dollars per day up to a maximum of nine hundred ($900) dollars for any offense of a
continuing nature. Such charges shall be treated as an assessment against such property
owner.
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